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2. PREAMBLE

GOOD SPORTSMANSHIP SHALL BE THE PREVAILING
ATTITUDE DURING ALL RMDA COMPETITION. COMMON
SENSE WILL APPLY FIRST, LAST, AND ALWAYS!
3. PREFACE: RMDA BOARD
A volunteer board consisting of a President, Vice President, Treasurer, Secretary, Board Advisor,
Sponsoring Establishment Representative, and League Commissioners governs the Rocky Mountain Dart
Association (RMDA). The RMDA Board operates as per the RMDA By-Laws. The RMDA exists to teach,
serve and promote steel-tip darts games along the Front Range.
If possible, Commissioners should not supervise the classification in which they play. Conflicts of interest,
such as players being family members, or issues involving a Commissioners home bar should be avoided if
possible. Duties of Board Members are outlined in the By-Laws and Job Descriptions.

4. MOVEMENT PROCEDURE
1. Statistician Responsibilities (if a player contacts them directly or through a commissioner)
1. The Statistician will check the most recent season that the player participated in the RMDA per
Rule 4.8.1 – If the proper procedure has not been followed thus far, the Statistician will inform the
player and/or Commissioner that this player’s movement is covered by this rule.
2. If the player falls within the sector for a board vote, the Statistician will prepare a stats review
and forward the results to the Secretary.
3. A stats review will include the most recent seasons played which total at least 45 legs of singles
and team play. The division of play will be noted, as well as the season. If no 45 legs played in
the last season, add the most recent partial seasons to get the 45 days? Or use full seasons until at
least 45 legs are chosen.
A. If the stats review shows that the player, over the most recent 45 singles legs, has a
winning average under 20%, the statistician will inform the Secretary that their
downward movement has been approved.
B. If the stats review shows that the player, over the most recent 45 singles legs has a
winning average of 33.3% or higher, the statistician will inform the Secretary that their
downward movement has been denied.
C. If the stats review shows that the player’s winning percentage is between 20% and
33.3%, the Statistician will forward the stats review to the Secretary to call for a Board
Vote.
2. Secretary’s Responsibilities
1. Notify the player is their request has been approved, denied, or will be reviewed by the board.
2. If a board vote is needed, forward the stats review and any other related information to the
full board with clear instructions for the vote. Tally and document the results of the vote. The
records should indicate the overall vote, and which board members participated in the vote, but not
how each member voted.
3. Inform the Board, Statistician and player of the result of the vote.
4. If the player appeals the Board vote, add an appeal hearing to the next regularly scheduled
RMDA Board meeting. Inform the player of the date and time of that meeting and let them know
they can either attend the meeting in person to state their case, or provide written information that
will be shared with the board members.
3. RMDA Board Responsibilities
1. Respond by email to the Secretary within 48 hours of the call for a vote.
2. Attend the RMDA Board meeting/appeal hearing as scheduled.
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4. Dart players new to the RMDA who have played darts in other associations will generally not be allowed
to play in B Division. The RMDA Board can use any information available to them to determine a new
player’s eligibility to play in various divisions.
5. Players sitting out seasons will be considered to still be in the division in which they last played. If they
wish to play in a lower division, Rule 4.8 will be used. The RMDA Board can use any information
available to them to determine a returning player’s eligibility to play in various divisions.

5. SPONSORING ESTABLISHMENTS
5.1.

DART AREA REQUIREMENTS

Each Sponsoring Establishment shall be inspected by the RMDA to ensure compliance with the
RMDA rules. Upon inspection, any disapproved conditions are to be noted by the Inspection
Committee, mandatory changes must be made within 7 days of receipt of the inspection report.
League matches will not be played until an accepted report is issued by the Inspection Committee. If
on reinspection the required changes have not been made, the RMDA will cease to sanction the
Establishment and all involved teams will be moved, until such time as the report is acceptable.
1.

If substandard equipment and/or layout of the playing area is encountered when arriving for
a match. League Commissioners should be notified immediately, and all opportunity should
be taken to correct the deficiency prior to the Match start time. If it cannot be corrected this
will result in a change of venue.

2.

An acceptable bristle board must be secured to the wall so that the distance from the center
of the board to the floor measures 5’8” plus or minus ¼”.

3.

A minimum of two boards must be provided – one for play and one for practice.

4.

Boards must be at least 6’ apart from center of bull to center of bull.

5.

The scoring wedge indicated by 20 shall be the darker of the two wedge colors and must be
the top center wedge.

6.

No markings, other than the manufacturer’s advertising and such markings as are necessary
to the play of the game, shall be permitted on the bristle/front surface of the board.

7.

Lights must be affixed in such a way as to brightly illuminate the board, reduce to a
minimum the shadows cast by the darts, not physically impede the flight of a dart, and
covered in such a way that the bulb not be visible from the throwing area.

8.

If no floor covering is used, the surface must be such as to allow a dart to land without
damaging the point.

9.

Raised toe lines are recommended for all classifications (“Masters”, “AA”, “A”, and “B”)
and may be either permanent or temporary (removable). If a raised toe line is used it must
be at least .75 inches in height and the edge must be 90 degrees from the floor. From the
face of the board (scoring surface) to the back edge of the raised toe line, the horizontal
distances shall be the minimum throwing distance of 7’ 9.25”.*

10. If the toe line is not raised and a tape is used, from the face of the board (scoring surface) to
the front edge of the tape, the horizontal distances shall be the minimum throwing distance
of 7’ 9.25”.*
11. A lateral distance of three feet (3) in each direction from the center of the toe line (7’ 9.25”
perpendicular from the face of the dart board) shall be free of encumbrances such as walls,
shelves, tables, etc.
12. During league play a scoreboard of no less than 17” tall and 11” wide must be mounted
within 4 feet laterally from the dart board and no more than a 45 degree angle from the dart
board. If electronic scoring is used, the device must be easily readable by the players at the
toe line, but does not have to fit these dimensions.
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13. Each Sponsoring Establishment shall provide a bulletin board or wall area for the exclusive
posting of dart news and information. This board or area must be large enough to post three
11” x 17” notices without their overlapping.
14. Any obstacle, which may impede the flight of a dart (i.e. air flow, overhangs, etc.), shall be
reduced to a reasonable level or eliminated.
* see diagram A for playing area and dartboard set up.**
ENVIRONMENT - It is the Sponsoring Establishment owner’s and home team captain’s
responsibility to see that a normal environment is maintained during league play. Excessive noise,
loud music or loud machines near the dart area, and extremely loud and boisterous behavior
should be avoided. Repeated offenses of this nature may result in the Sponsoring Establishment
being suspended from the RMDA.
On league nights the dart area and match board must be cleared and made available for warm-up a
minimum of 30 minutes prior to match start time.
1.

It is the Sponsoring Establishment/Home Team Captains responsibility to ensure that score
keeping supplies are available at match time and during warm-up.

Diagram A
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5.2.

SANCTIONING/CERTIFICATION

The RMDA, through a sanctioning program, seeks to standardize playing conditions at those
Sponsoring Establishments who wish to host league play and or local tournaments. R.M.D.A
sanctioning assures that playing conditions at league matches and tournaments will be of a consistent
quality.
5.3.

SPONSORING ESTABLISHMENT FEES
Sponsoring establishment fees are $50 per team and are due during or before week 2. Sponsors not
paying prior to week 3 will have their RMDA sanctioning removed until all fees are paid in full.

5.4.

SPONSORING ESTABLISHMENTS RIGHTS REGARDING PLAYERS AS PATRONS

The RMDA recognizes the right of a sponsoring establishment owner of manager to restrict entry of
any member that is considered undesirable to their establishment. The RMDA will not reschedule
Matches or authorize the rescheduling of a Match because a member of a team has been denied entry
into a particular establishment. This also applies to the Playoffs.

6.

DISCIPLINARY ACTIONS AND PROCEDURES GRIEVANCE
1.
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The appropriate Commissioner(s) will gather all facts pertaining to the grievance including
statements from all parties involved. The Board will then review the results for their validity
and recommend an appropriate course of action at a special meeting.
a.

A simple majority of the Board is all that is required for suspension.

b.

A 2/3 majority of the Board is required for revocation of membership.

c.

All grievances become part of the official records of the RMDA

2.

If the grievance resulted in any type of disciplinary action, it will remain in an active file for
the remainder of the season in which it was made and the duration of said disciplinary
action. At that time, the Board will review it. If the Member has had no other complaints
during that time, the report will be retired to an inactive file.

3.

All grievances resulting in disciplinary action may be used for reference for repeat offenders
and can be used for the basis of any type of disciplinary action including revocation of
RMDA membership.

4.

The following is a list of disciplinary actions that may be imposed by the Board of Directors
of the RMDA This list is not all-inclusive; the board may use whatever disciplinary action it
deems proper.
a.

Letter of reprimand.

b.

Letter of reprimand directing a probationary period.

c.

Loss of points in overall team standings for the team (or loss of individual T to T
points if incident occurred at T to T event). Normally a one (1) point deduction for
the first Infraction, and a seven (7) point deduction for the second infraction.

d.

Suspension from all RMDA sponsored events for the period of time deemed
appropriate by the RMDA. All suspensions are effective immediately upon verbal
and/or written notification of the player and/or captain, regardless of pending
appeal.

e.

Lifetime revocation of RMDA membership.

7. TOURNAMENT TO TOURNAMENT (T to T)
This tournament series is set up by the RMDA and its Sponsoring Establishments to provide a method
for players in the RMDA to win $400 towards a trip to an Open tournament.
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1.

Eligibility: All current, paid RMDA Members in good standing are eligible to play in the T to T
series.

2.

T to T Schedule: Schedules for events at Sponsoring Establishments that are sanctioned for T to T
will be posted on the RMDA website. These T to T events will start at the time specified. A
sanctioned Sponsoring Establishment is permitted to hold an ‘unscheduled’ T to T event if there
are at least 4 players interested in playing. Players may play in as many T to T’s per week as they
choose.

3.

Match Profile: Players who enter the T to T event are awarded points based on their league
classification:
a.

“B” league classification players are awarded three (3) points

b.

“A” league classification players are awarded three (3) points

c.

“AA” league classification players are awarded two (2) points

d.

“Masters” league classification players are awarded one (2) points.

e.

Players entering a T to T event for the first time, regardless of classification, will receive
nine (9) bonus points in addition to the sign-up/advancement points.

f.

All players earn one (1) point for each match won.

g.

You MUST be present and play in the event to earn any points

4.

A minimum of four players shall constitute a legal night’s play.

5.

Each match shall be “501” straight start, double finish. Singles best of three (3) legs, single
elimination.

6.

As T to T funds become available, the player(s) at the top of the list will be offered a trip (not to
exceed $400) to a national tournament. This will ensure RMDA representation at national
competitions. This system is constructed in such a manner as to make “back-to-back” wins
improbable. Once a player wins a trip, they surrender all points accumulated to that point. The trip
must be used within one year from the date that it was awarded. Failure to use your awarded trip
within the allowed time frame will result in forfeiture of the trip.

7.

Financing: only the money that has been collected via this event will determine the number of
players being awarded a trip. (NO OTHER RMDA FUNDS WILL BE USED FOR T to T). Points
earned by one player cannot be given to another player. Points earned have no cash value; points
cannot be surrendered for cash at any time.

8.

Entry Fee: $3.00 per player, per tournament.

9.

Sponsoring Establishment Responsibilities: Sponsoring Establishments that wish to hold T to T
events should contact the T to T Administrator to be sanctioned for T to T.
a.

The Sponsoring Establishment owner/manager/dart coordinator will complete and sign
the T to T contract, upon approval of sanctioning for T to T.

b.

The Sponsoring Establishment owner/manager/dart coordinator will ensure that RMDA
rules and T to T rules and procedures are followed.

c.

Reporting Results: Each T to T play sheet will have the player’s full name, RMDA
number, classification, bracketing of the events and the signature of the person
conducting the event. Entry fees will accompany the score sheet when mailed to the
RMDA T to T Director. Score sheets and fees MUST be mailed to the RMDA at the end

of the month in which the events took place, so as to be received by the 5th day of the
following month.
d.
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Failure to uphold rules and procedures and failure to submit results on time could result
in the sponsoring establishment no longer being sanctioned for T to T.

7.1. TOURNAMENT TO TOURNAMENT DIRECTOR DUTIES
1.

Administer the Tournament to Tournament series.

2.

Obtain score sheets and provide same to T to T establishments.

3.

Approve all T to T establishments and scheduling.

4.

Collect funds; provide written documentation of fees collected.

5.

Publish monthly T to T results and provide same to T to T establishments.

6.

Notify Member in writing when they have been awarded a trip.

7.

Provide individuals with travel information.

7.2 T TO T OPERATIONAL PROCEDURES
1.

Entry fee is $3 per player.

2.

Use the T to T sheet for player registration.
a.

Enter player’s RMDA #, level of play, first and last name (no nicknames, please).

b.

Note first time T to T players by checking the appropriate box.
NOTE: All players MUST be current, paid RMDA members.

3.

Before drawing the names out, determine which round (column) you’re starting with and
how many byes you’ll need:
a.

If you have more than 16 but less than 32 players, evenly distribute byes to fill in to
32.

b.

If you have more than 8 but less than 16 players, evenly distribute byes to fill in to
16.

c.

If you have more than 4 but less than 8 players, evenly distribute byes to fill in to 8.

4.

Blindly (using cards or chips), draw out names for bracket, filling in around the byes.

5.

The winner of each match moves forward.

6.

Record, in the space provided, any 180’s thrown.

7.

After play is done, fill out the rest of the sheet
Fill in the players points earned
a.

A & B players start with 3 and earn 1 point for every match won.

b.

AA & Masters players start with 2 points and earn 1 point for every match won.

c.

First time T to T players earn a bonus 9 points

d.

List number of entries along with entry fees collected.

e.

Sign and print your name.

8.

Keep the money with the white copy of the sheet. The yellow copy should stay with other T
to T materials

9.

When submitting T to T sheets and funds, please ensure that the T to T sheet is filled out
completely, legibly and correctly.

10. Forward all monies collected, sheets and submission form for that month to the T to T
Administrator by the 5th of the following month.
11. Sheets submitted past the deadline and incomplete/illegible sheets may not be included in
the current T to T report. In this case, it will be noted on that T to T report.
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